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Project:
Project No.:
Prepared by:
Re:
Distribution:

Upham/Hardy ES
19106
Alex Pitkin

Meeting Date:
Meeting No:

10/08/2019
1

Summary of Spaces Review
(MF)

Project Minutes
Attendees:

David Lussier – Superintendent - WPS
Jeff Dees – Principal – Upham ES
Katrina Mills – Math Coach
Sarah Orbu – Director Student Services
Kristen Stacy – Dept. Head Elementary Sp.Ed.
Megan O’Reilly Classroom Teacher
Liz Korandanis – Special Education teacher/BCBA
Krista Walsh – P.E. Teacher
Alex Pitkin – SMMA

Meeting Description

Item #

1.

Action

Discussion

Meeting Overview





2.

David discussed status of the Educational Plan, meeting
goals and objectives.
Alex described the goal of the Space Summary in the
MSBA process and to set the quantities and sizes of
physical spaces described in the Ed Plan.
Alex shared the first draft of the Space Summary and the
Space Planning Diagram that illustrates the initial thoughts
on spatial adjacencies and sizes.

Special Education





David and the team noted that the Special Ed and Skills
team had met on Friday 10/4 after the 10/3 Visioning
session and handed out a list of spaces and functions for
the Skills and SPED programs (see attached).
Wellesley refers to their Special Education Classrooms as
“Learning Centers.”
Note from Hunnewell Planning for consideration:
“Too big” classrooms can be a problem. It was expressed
the 900-sf classroom has the potential to be too big to
control. Being able to break the space down into 450 sf
rooms is desirable.

Project:
Meeting Date:
Meeting No.:

Item #

Upham/Hardy ES
10/08/2019
1

Action

Discussion












3.

Start with 3 Learning Centers (may consider 2, one per
floor).
2 resource rooms for Speech are needed in the summary
of spaces – can be subdivided (or potentially 1 at each
floor – TBD). Assume 250sf each.
A Math Specialist room is required – assume 250 sf.
A Spanish Language Specialist space (FLES) is required,
assume 250 sf.
OT/PT space should have a small office area within.
Near Gymnasium is a positive adjacency.
Consider a conference room on each floor.
Differentiated lunch zone/pull over space in Cafeteria is
important.
Other: After-School Storage space is necessary – SMMA
to review.
Sciences at the Classroom and neighborhood groupings
needs easily accessed storage and support – WPS &
SMMA to confirm with Science dept head. Also, how
inclusion of STEAM Lab might impact Sciences
throughout. Storage in general can and would support PBL
and should be in the Learning Commons space (open or
closed – TBD).

Special Education – Skills (see attachment for additional
content)



Grade K-2 room – one first floor
Grade 3-5 room – can be on second floor

Each Skills Level Program Space has the following:
(WPS will forward images from recent relevant project)







1 full sized classroom space
Four staff “rooms” for privacy
Four child work cubicles
1 smaller pull out room – closer to Core Academic spaces
2 Offices
Calming space
Toilet – no lift required.

The information herein reflects the understanding reached. Please contact the author if you have any questions or are
not in agreement with these Project Minutes.

Project:
Project No.:
Prepared by:
Re:

Upham/Hardy ES
19106
Darice Cadriel
Hardy Staff Meeting
Summary of Spaces Review

Meeting Date:
Meeting No:

10/17/2019
2

Distribution:

Project Minutes
Attendees:

David Lussier – Superintendent - WPS
Charlene Cook – Principal – Hardy ES
Trisha Czryca – Kindergarten
Nina Kahn – Literacy Coach
Harriet Freedman – Speech/Language Pathologist
Allison Hutchins – Second Grade
Sarah Kess – Art
Gizelle Lev – Math
Felicia Moran – Fourth Grade
Karen Poole – Third Grade
Leah Zaharoff – First Grade
Megan Sjostedt – Fifth Grade
Alex Pitkin, Denise Vilela, Darice Cadriel - SMMA

Meeting Description

Item #

1.

Action

Discussion

Meeting Overview






2.

David discussed status of the Educational Plan, meeting
goals and objectives.
Alex described the goal of the Space Summary in the
MSBA process and to set the quantities and sizes of
physical spaces described in the Ed Plan.
Alex shared the first draft of the Space Summary and the
Space Planning Diagram that illustrates the initial thoughts
on spatial adjacencies and sizes.
Alex explained the MSBA process, timeline, and when
recommendations are made.

Adjacencies





Speech/Language in quiet area
Speech (2), Reading, Math and FLES rooms – 250 SF each
– preferred to be close to classroom clusters.
Staff Workroom/lunchroom – 2 @ 100 SF each – on each
floor with community spaces - TBD
In Neighborhood cluster - visibility from all classrooms into
learning commons is desired

Project:
Meeting Date:
Meeting No.:

Item #

Upham/Hardy ES
10/17/2019
1

Action

Discussion




3.

Required Program














4.

Mothers room – Front of house
Support Staff – Literacy/Speech, Math, ELL, FLES,
Reading Intervention – need office, resource room, pull-out
small group, and storage space
ELL – space on each floor. Used for small groups up to 4
students + teacher, storage for all grade level materials –
assume 220-250 SF each
Resource Room – change to ELL Room
2 Speech/Language Pathologist Offices (for 365
enrollment)
Reading Intervention can share office with
Speech/Language Pathologist
2 Psychologist Offices – assume 150 to 200 SF each
METCO office not required, becomes 2nd psychologist
office
Book Storage – easily accessible for teachers, ample
shelving, used for all grades
Conference room – one per floor - assume 250 SF
Other: WCCC/After-School Storage is necessary, located
next to gym – SMMA to review.
Learning center generally serves 2 grades

Preferred Program/Quality of Spaces






5.

Classrooms and neighborhood groupings need easily
accessed storage
Science storage assumed to be in STE Lab/19th Classroom
Support staff offices close to pull out/small group spaces.

1 all gender toilet room per floor
First grade classrooms to include toilets en suite or in
grade cluster learning commons.
Storage – in class, in learning commons, for each grade,
easily accessible.
Natural light and ventilation in each space. Skylights or
windows.
Storage/cubbies integrated into walls

Miscellaneous



Music Practice Rooms – discuss with Music teacher and
after school programs what spaces are needed.
Staff wellness Room – combined with Mother’s Room?

The information herein reflects the understanding reached. Please contact the author if you have any questions or are
not in agreement with these Project Minutes.

Hardy/Upham Elementary School
Faculty Educational Visioning Workshop
Overview and Notes
On October 3, 2019, approximately 24 members of the Hardy
and Upham Elementary School faculties participated in an
Educational Visioning workshop facilitated by the architectural
firm of SMMA and the educational planning firm of New Vista
Design. The workshop was a 2.5-hour long collaborative session
designed to inform the Hardy and Upham faculty about the
Guiding Principles and Design Patterns that were prioritized
during visioning workshops for the new Hunnewell Elementary
School that took place in the fall of 2018, and consider these priorities in connection to the articulation of forwardthinking goals for the design of the renovated and/or new Hardy/Upham Elementary School facility.
Participants were led through a step-by-step visioning process aimed at capturing their best thinking about WPS
elementary schools’ current and future educational goals and priorities, and connecting them to best practices and
possibilities in innovative school facility design.
The workshop explored the following topics:
•

Priority Goals for the renovated and/or new Hardy/Upham Elementary School

•

21st Century Design Patterns for the renovated and/or new Hardy/Upham Elementary School

•

Blue Sky Ideas for the renovated and/or new Hardy/Upham Elementary School

The following pages offer a summary of notes taken and information gathered during the workshop. If you have
questions, or would like to add comments or ideas to this evolving narrative please contact Superintendent David Lussier
at lussierd@wellesleyps.org

newvistadesign
st
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Hardy/Upham Faculty Visioning
Workshop Notes October 3, 2019

Priorities and Considerations
The following list of priorities and considerations for the
design of the renovated and/or new Hardy/Upham
Elementary School facility were recorded during the
participant introduction segment of the Faculty Visioning
Workshop that took place on October 3, 2019.
Each participant reflected on and recorded their top
priorities on a digital worksheet, as well as shared one or two
of them with the larger group. Priority listings from individual
participants were then collected and grouped by the themes
listed below.

Educational Innovation

Safe Drop-Off and Pick-Up

•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

21 Century Learning opportunities for students and
faculty
Educating the environmentally aware citizen
Facilities to support student centered, project-based
learning models, 21st century teaching
Hands on learning
Collaborative teaching
Spaces that make it easier to differentiate learning for
kids
Sensory areas (inside and outside)
Developmentally appropriate and engaging
Skills program and supporting that program with its
needs
Outdoor and hallway learning spaces
Science and STEM (accessible to all classrooms)
STEAM and Makerspace room
Good storage for Science units
Movement space
Writeable surfaces
Bring back specials 2x per week

•

Contextual and Practical Approach
•
•
•
•

Consistent with other buildings in town
Not modern or over-sized
Aesthetically pleasing yet functional
No wasted space

•

Aesthetically pleasing look to building and
landscape

Room to Grow

•
•
•

Warmth
•
•
•

•
•

Separate locations for drop off and pick up/ bus
and car pick up
Ease of traffic flow and plenty of parking
Multiple points of entry/exit to eliminate
crowded arrival and dismissal
Parking

We are hoping to have extra classrooms that will
offer us the ability to add on if there is a need for
more classrooms
More room to accurately service all students across
the day
Space to build on in ten or so years if needed

Bright, open, warm, inviting
Sunny, happy, child friendly space
Safety and warmth

newvistadesign
st
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Hardy/Upham Faculty Visioning
Workshop Notes October 3, 2019

Priorities and Considerations Continued
Varied and Flexible Spaces
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Flexible space - accommodate different subjects and
learning experiences
Spaces that support varied and flexible delivery
Comfortable, softer spaces/furniture for children to
learn
Space is important for small group work, push in, pull
out nearby, all spaces supported by technology
Spaces in which teachers, students and specialists can
work
Flexible seating, spaces for small group work
Teaching spaces for all art, music and Spanish classes.
Flexibility (to be in large groups or small - spaces to fit,
inside/outside)
Flexible spacing around the classroom gym
Indoor recess spaces

Comfort and Sustainability
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A modernized building
Lots of windows for natural light
Usable windows, incorporating less florescent lighting
Temperature Control
Multiple water fountains and bathrooms close to the
classrooms
Enough staff bathrooms
Health office that will meet the needs of the student
body
Plants (calming)

Classroom Neighborhoods
•
•
•

•
•

Grade levels clustered together - with common room
Outdoor access
Flexible grade-level pods with agile classrooms
Having grade level classrooms near each other and
Special education classrooms, common space for
group work and assemblies
Connections among grade level and across school
All grade levels need to be close to a large sink,
microwave, refrigerator

•
•
•
•

•

Benches and tables built-in near each grade level
rooms (in the hallway)
Small work areas outside of the classroom for
students to work
Windows to the hall
Space to keep all grade level curriculum within
reach, flexible space for small and large group, built
in bookshelves
Student data management systems

Agile Classrooms
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Classrooms that can accommodate children with a
variety of special needs, thoughtful treatment
spaces for therapeutic services, classrooms with
specialized spaces for sub-separate classrooms.
Flexible classroom spaces that can be used for
individual and group work
Flexible seating in classrooms
Quiet spaces to meet with small groups while also
being available to the whole class
Plentiful storage for all materials for curriculum and
student belongings
Multiple white boards
Cabinets to store manipulatives with easy access
and easy to store
Sufficient space to hang posters/visuals to support
learning (there is very little space for this in my our
current rooms)
Rug area for class meeting
Sinks in each classroom
Areas for small group learning
Quiet nook built in to each classroom
Reading nook
Built-in benches in the classroom
Large classrooms with storage space high ceiling
AND good acoustics
A way to open up classrooms to create one large
classroom for grade for grade levels to work
together in a large-groups

newvistadesign
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Hardy/Upham Faculty Visioning
Workshop Notes October 3, 2019

Priorities and Considerations Continued
Outdoor Learning and Play

Multi-Purpose and Gathering Spaces

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Easy access to the outdoors
Outdoor space for learning and play
Outdoor space for play and instruction
Outdoor classroom space
Outdoor garden space
A safe playground that is separate from the parking lot
Learning space outdoor play space that has many
options for different interests of kids, not just geared
around sports indoor recess space- beyond classroom
Flexible outdoor play spaces that appeal to a variety of
students and ages
Adventure equipment and walking track and field
Outdoor learning area /classroom (amphitheater with
benches)
Separate outdoor learning spaces away from outdoor
play spaces
Outdoor space including playground with low hanging
monkey bars for younger students
Chess table/outdoor lunch area
Courtyard in middle of school
Greenhouse...atrium for plants
Rooftop outdoor spaces for composting, gardening
Solarium
Large/safe playground
Water feature/mindfulness area -spaces to eat
outdoors
Every classroom attached to outdoor spaces -peaceful
calming courtyard
A playground that is easier to monitor and keeps kids
safe (fenced in, not spread out very wide)
A large field for the children to play on
A large and safe parking lot that will accommodate
teachers and parents
A combination of hardscape and soft grass for
playground, multi age playground equipment and
structures

Separate spaces for Gym and Lunch
Large open spaces for learning
Indoor recess space
Movement break room
Library as central feature of the building
Gathering spaces both inside and outside the
classroom

Technology and Infrastructure
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

State of the art technology for students and
teachers
Thoughtful placement of overhead projectors
Technology accessible for all students whenever
they need it (i.e. iPads for all kids in every grade)
Smartboards and sound systems with microphones
as well
More outlets for technology, central locations for
projectors
Lots of electrical outlets on all sides of the
classroom outdoor learning spaces
Easy wi-fi access

Handicapped Accessibility
•
•

Handicap accessible
Accessibility to spaces for all

newvistadesign
st
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Hardy/Upham Faculty Visioning
Workshop Notes October 3, 2019

Priorities and Considerations Continued
Hallway Flow and Learning
•
•
•
•
•
•

Good flow to school
Hallway learning spaces
Usable space for small groups to work inside and
outside of the classroom
Very large hallways for travel and for small group
tables -teacher work spaces
Windows between halls and classrooms
Staircases with lots of windows

Special Education Delivery
•
•
•

•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Space for ALL
A space where each child can access the curriculum.
Classroom design that effectively integrates spaces for
a variety of children to be in the same special
education classroom.
Designated spaces for specials and therapies that
won't be taken away
Adequate spaces for students in the Skills programs
both in terms of classrooms and break/sensory/chill
out spaces
Separate Space for Skills program with overflow room
if kids have to leave for behavior issues.
o Consider close proximity for cross-coverage needs
Sensory/motor path area
OT and PT spaces close to outdoor access space to
hang our teacher charts and signs
Separate spaces for academic support, reading/Math
intervention
Motor space for PT/OT with appropriate equipment
(hooks for swings, indoor hanging bar/monkey
Sound field system
Break-out rooms spread around the school (for S&L,
ELL, psychologist, OT, etc.)
Special Education sub separate classrooms (with ability
for growth) (bathrooms in here)
Thoughtful planning of space for our SKILLS program to
integrate them into our community
Space and set up of the Skills program areas/
classrooms to meet that program's needs
Adaptive and sensory equipment

Faculty Spaces
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Spaces for teachers - available for teachers to
eat/meet outside away from play areas
Collaborative work space for grade level or teams
to meet close to their classroom for planning
Comfortable spaces for teachers to congregate,
plan, eat
Teacher planning spaces
A gathering place separate from the lunch room
Separate meeting spaces
Staff restrooms close to classrooms
Room for private phone calls
Mother's Room with privacy to pump and changing
table
Multiple spaces for laminators, copiers

Breakout and Quiet Spaces
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Breakout rooms for small group work
Break out areas for small group/ individual ELL
(adjacent to the classrooms)
I like the way Sprague has small breakout rooms
between two classrooms for small group learning
Quiet spaces for students and teachers
Areas for quiet learning as well as discussion areas
Cozy spaces (calming corners)
Lots of spaces for quiet reading
Quiet /no talking zone
Alcoves for students
Courtyard or outdoor area with a water feature as a
quiet, calm, meditative space

Display and Exhibition
•
•
•

More bulletin boards for hanging student work
Flexible display spaces for chart paper and other
types of displays
Student work displayed

newvistadesign
st
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Hardy/Upham Faculty Visioning
Workshop Notes October 3, 2019

Priorities and Considerations Continued
Safety

Community Access and Use

•

•
•

Exit door to outdoor from every classroom

Storage
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Grade level storage
Adequate storage within the rooms for materials and
instruments.
Bigger closets with hooks for 24 students--Not Lockers
Coat hangers/hooks OUTSIDE of the classroom, all coat
and backpack hooks in the hallway
Large wooden cubby spaces for kids to store
backpacks/coats/and boots (NO LOCKERS)
Storage in another part of the building for materials
not being used (for example a K-2 storage space and a
3-5 space)
Book Room space - ideally located near grade levels
served

Support for Early Childhood
•

Bathrooms connected to K & 1 classrooms with water
fountains

Support for Specials
•
•
•

•
•

Adequate space for music and art
Separate space for all specials
Extra space that isn't assigned to a particular class to
be used for creative arts activities and special
programs
Art Classrooms with good natural light (skylights, like
at Sprague) and MULTIPLE sinks
Lots of storage for enrichment programming

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Safe and welcoming diverse cultural representation
A community building developed to reach various
community needs
Safe and Accessible access to the school and health
office
Could be used for community activities Open space,
separate space for voting that can be "locked off"
from school on voting days
o Perhaps have no voting in the school due to
safety reasons
Access on weekends for faculty
Access for gatherings
Stage with great sound system and curtain
Ample parking
o More parking options
Multiple drop off areas
Accessible playground
Playground with separate areas for age groups,
grass and hardtop, and accessible to all
Community garden
Calming garden or area
Work out space
Water fountains
Turf field
Controlled community access to gym and multipurpose rooms

newvistadesign
st
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Hardy/Upham Faculty Visioning
Workshop Notes October 3, 2019

Desired 21st Century Design Patterns
The following set of priority “21st Century Design Patterns” for the design of the renovated and/or new Hardy/Upham
Elementary School facility was developed by participants during the Faculty Visioning Workshop that took place on
October 3, 2019. After the design team presented a set of 38 Design Patterns that had been prioritized in 2018 during
community and faculty visioning workshops for the new Hunnewell Elementary School facility, participants held tabletop
discussions about those patterns that they were most excited about. They then had the opportunity to individually select
their top 15 design patterns for the Hardy/Upham Elementary School, which are listed below in priority order based on the
number of times they were selected.

1.

Good Storage/Cubbies

(25 votes)

2. Classroom Neighborhoods

(21 votes)

3. Gatherings and Common Spaces
4. Push in Special Education
5. Engaged Outdoor Play
6. Flexible Furniture

(20 votes)

(19 votes)

(19 votes)

(19 votes)

7. Co-Planning Spaces

(19 votes)

8. Safe Drop-Off and Pick-Up

(17 votes)

9. Cafetoriums and Multi-Purpose Space
10. Security and Welcome
11. Outdoor Connections

(17 votes)

(16 votes)
(16 votes)

12. Break Out and Pull Over Spaces
13. STEM and STEAM Spaces

(16 votes)

(16 votes)

newvistadesign
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Hardy/Upham Faculty Visioning
Workshop Notes October 3, 2019

Desired 21st Century Design Patterns Continued
14. Quiet Spaces

(15 votes)

15. Hallway Learning

(12 votes)

16. Child Scaled Spaces

(11 votes)

17. Flexible Learning Pods
18. Outdoor Classrooms
19. Sustainability

(11 votes)

(10 votes)

(10 votes)

20. Media Space as Gathering Hub
21. Clusters of Learning

(8 votes)

22. Nooks and Caves

(8 votes)

23. Agile Classrooms

(7 votes)

24. Community Access

(10 votes)

(7 votes)

25. Visible Learning and Transparency
26. Greeting and Gatekeeping
27. Presentation Spaces

(6 votes)

(6 votes)

28. Separate Entries (K-2/3-5)
29. Spatial Synergy

(7 votes)

(5 votes)

(4 votes)

newvistadesign
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Hardy/Upham Faculty Visioning
Workshop Notes October 3, 2019

Desired 21st Century Design Patterns Continued
30. Distributed Resources

(3 votes)

31. Garage Doors/Connectivity
32. Display and Exhibition

(3 votes)

33. Building as Teacher

(3 votes)

34. After School Spaces

(3 votes)

35. Branding and Identity
36. Distributed Dining

(3 votes)

(2 votes)

(1 vote)

37. History and Story Telling

(0 votes)

38. Wayfinding and Streetscapes

(0 votes)
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Hardy/Upham Faculty Visioning
Workshop Notes October 3, 2019

Blue Sky Ideas
The following “Blue Sky” ideas for the design of the renovated
and/or new Hardy/Upham Elementary School were recorded
during the October 3, 2019 Educational Visioning Workshop.
Individual participants wrote about their own Blue-Sky Ideas and
then shared them with the larger group. Participant’s ideas have
been grouped together below by like-themes.
Blue Sky Ideas, though sometime not feasible due to budget or
design constraints, often hold the seeds of aspirational ideas and
design approaches that can be implemented on some level within
the design.

Children and Learning Celebrated
•

A building that upon walking in says children and their
learning are central and celebrated here

•

Courtyard or outdoor area with a water feature as
a quiet, calm, meditative space

•

Atrium/greenhouse opening onto courtyard to
transition from indoor to outdoor and allow
students to plant or study nature in a light-filled
area that would be usable in winter. Have an
outdoor platform for students to sit on (maybe
some tree trunk "desks" for writing)

•

Central courtyard area accessible to the
classrooms. The courtyard would include private
learning spaces, but also a calming space with a
water feature and benches for quiet reflection,
quiet reading, etc. The courtyard may have a
garden area

•

Internal courtyard within each grade level cluster

•

Outdoor natural track or walking path

Thermal and Physical Comfort
•
•

More bathrooms for adults and student (and lots of
sinks)
Bathrooms in the K rooms as well as water fountains

Good Storage
•

Every teacher has a space with ample storage and
ample space to provide every child with an uncramped learning experience

•

Supply closet, and room for after-school program
(WCCC) to store their items

Safety and Welcome
•

A safe space for children to learn each day

•

No need for security - safe world

Safe Drop Off and Pick Up
•

•

Multiple break out rooms

•

Spacious bright classrooms with big windows and
a quiet nook in each room

•

Classrooms invite learning--tables, variety of
seating opportunities, science areas, room for
students to work in small groups around the room,
and places to sit quietly when needed

•

Space for individual and group work spaces

•

Grade level areas with a large storage closet and
flexible seating (desks/tables with wheels)

•

Chairs or stools my students can lift on their own

A safe place/ system for drop off and pick up

Outdoor Connections
•
•
•

Varied and Flexible Spaces

Access to outdoor classrooms
A large playing field for recess
Outdoor garden
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Blue Sky Ideas Continued
Special Education Spaces

Art Classrooms

•

Special education spaces

•

•

Math and literacy specialist have offices/meeting
spaces close to classrooms

•

Safe spaces and testing rooms for special education

Indoor Movement and Play

•

Large sensory room for skills program and other kids
who might need it

•

•

Teachers have places to meet with math and literacy
specialists or to gather in larger groups for PLCs

Indoor playground/play space large enough for
multiple classes to be used for indoor recess on bad
weather days and/or movement breaks

•

Sensory indoor spaces connected to each grade
level pod for movement breaks for students

•

Having an indoor pool, indoor space for movement
aside from the gym

Building as Teacher
•

A school that teaches, has sustainability as a learning
focus, nestled in nature with opportunities for
exploration outdoors while also allowing for access to
playing fields

Natural Light and Materials
•

The interior is calming with lots of windows, natural
colors and wood. Flooring is durable yet absorbs sound

Adequate Parking
•

Enough parking for all teachers and staff

•

Key card parking for a staff only lot

Multiple Book Rooms
•

Collaboration and Work Spaces
•

Comfortable seating for adults in meeting areas in
important. (always sitting on chairs meant for a 5-year
old is not fun :)

•

Multiple teacher resource centers close to their rooms
with copy machines etc.

•

Upgrades for teachers... comfortable seating/cushy
chairs in teacher's "lounge", updated amenities, coffee
shop?

Art Classrooms with good natural light (skylights,
like at Sprague) and MULTIPLE sinks, lots of storage

Like the idea of multiple book rooms in grade level
clusters

Multi-Purpose Gathering Spaces
•

A separate gym/cafeteria/auditorium

Dining and Learning
•

A space designed to teach children how to be guests,
teach table manners, and become good
communicators over a meal. Conversation and human
connection happens most frequently with food
involved. Understanding this and cultivating a space
and class that teaches this idea is a huge step toward
smart communicators and healthy eaters
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Blue Sky Diagram – Outdoor Learning Spaces
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Blue Sky Ideas – 4th Grade Neighborhood Diagram
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Blue Sky Ideas Diagram One
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Blue Sky Ideas Diagram Two
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